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This adventure starts slightly differently from all the others. The Warriors have just descended a set of stairs down to the second
level of the Black Chasm, therefore they are in the middle of the dungeon and have no idea what lies ahead of them as usual.
However, unlike other dungeons, since they are on the second level, the stairs leading up will only take them to level one, instead
of out of the dungeon. Therefore, there is no escape for the Warriors during this adventure. They must press onwards into the
gloom. Warriors rolling on the Escape Table must subtract -1 from the roll.
Also, the Warriors start off the adventure having a fight in whatever room or passage they begin in, with a large swarm of giant
bees. Once the Warriors have been placed, roll 3D6 for the number of bees encountered, and fight a battle as normal. Gain
treasure for the combat as usual.
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Ambush 3+; Bee Sting; Dodge 5+; Fly.
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Whenever a Giant Bee rolls a 6 to hit a Warrior, he has managed to use its sting on him. The Warrior takes 2D6+2 damage instead
of the normal 1D6+2 damage. However, because the Giant Bee needs its sting to survive, it dies immediately after its sting attack.
Remove the Bee from the board. No treasure is gained from this kill. The Bee’s sting attack is NOT poison.

Because of the nature of these caverns, there are bound to be lots of Skaven running around everywhere, trying to escape the Giant
Bees. Whenever the Warriors encounter Skaven, there will always be an extra 1D6 Skaven Clanrats and 1D3 Skaven Storm
Vermin, even if there was none of these creatures to begin with.
Whenever the Warriors get an Unexpected Event that reveals an Event of some kind, roll 1D6. On a roll of 1 to 3, the Event is
ignored in favour of a small swarm of Giant Bees attacking the Warriors. There are 2D6 Giant Bees. Fight a combat as normal.
Upon reaching the Objective Room, the Warriors are greeted with a strange site indeed. A half eaten Skaven Lord lies crumpled in
the corner, moaning loudly for all to hear. Giant Bees swarm at the top of the cavern far overhead. The Walls of the hive are
covered in thick layers of honey, dripping out of large hexagonal holes in the wall. Two terrified Skaven Warlords are standing
next to the dying body of the Vermin Lord, desperately trying to reach the strange female beauty at the back of the room, sitting
upon a throne of warpstone covered with honey. Upon closer inspection, the Warriors see that the gorgeous woman has yellow
and black striped skin, long flowing yellowy brown hair, gorgeous orange eyes, and wears not a stitch of clothing on her body.
However, an evil sneer appears on her face as she crosses her very feminine legs, making the Warriors temporarily forget their
predicament. They also notice a large pair of membrane like wings attached to her supple back. Getting back to the problem at
hand, the Warriors join the battle.
The following rules apply when fighting this final battle.
·

Do not roll for normal Objective Room Monsters. If they were in this hive, the Giant Bees would have eaten them all
ages ago. Instead, roll 4D6 and place this many Giant Bees in the room, surrounding the Warriors.

·

Also in the room, place two Skaven Warlords at the back of the room, adjacent to the dying Vermin Lord, whom should
also be placed at the back of the room. The Skaven Warlords are in a very weakened state, and therefore have the stats of
a Skaven Clanrat Champion. The Warlords count as having the Guard skill against the dying Vermin Lord. They will not
leave its side.

·

The Vermin Lord is almost on the brink of death; having been eaten alive by hundreds of warpstone affected Giant Bees.
However, given that it is a Greater Demon, it is still a very dangerous threat to our young, novice Warriors. If a Warrior
ends his Warriors phase adjacent to the Vermin Lord, he will suffer the might of a very angered and agonised Greater
Demon. He is struck in the face for 6D6 Wounds at the beginning of the Monster’s Phase. Warriors suffer from Greater
Demon Terror, and cannot fight the beast, no matter how powerful they think they are. It also will not attack them unless
they are adjacent to it.

·

Once the Queen Bee and the Skaven Warlords are dead, the Vermin Lord dies of blood loss and any remaining Bees flee
the cavern. The Warriors have won the game and may take their reward as normal.

·

At the start of every Monster’s Phase, roll 1D6. This is the number of Giant Bees that swarm from the ceiling of the
cavern and from the beehive walls. Place these Bees as normal, and make any Ambush attacks as necessary. Note that the
Bees are too numerous to kill them all. The Warriors must try and make their way to the Queen Bee at the end of the
room. If there is no room for the Giant Bees to be placed in the Objective Room, ignore any leftovers. Do not place them
outside of the Objective Room.

·

The Queen Bee has the following statistics. Although she has the Fly ability, she will always stay at the back of the room.
She will never use the ability to change targets as is stated in the normal rules for Fly. However, it does prevent her from
succumbing to spells such as “Pit of Despair”, etc.
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4XHHQ%HH
Armed with Barbed Whip; Armed with Wasp Bow; Dodge 3+; Fly; Hypnotise 5+; Queen Bee Magic 1.

%DUEHG:KLS

If there is a Warrior within 3 spaces of the Queen Bee (but not adjacent), she will attack with her whip (only once per
turn). The whip does 1D6 + 5 Wounds. However, some of the barbs remain in the Warrior’s flesh. It takes him 1 Attack
next turn for him to remove them all.

:DVS%RZ

This bow is used instead of the Queen Bee’s normal sword attack (no Warrior is adjacent) or Barbed Whip attack (no
Warrior is within 3 squares). The bow fires tiny small wasps instead of arrows. Roll 1D6. This is to see how many wasps
are fired from the bow. Now roll 1D6 for each wasp against the Queen Bee’s Ballistic Skill. Deal out damage as normal
for missile weapon fire. Each wasp does 1D3 unmodified Poison damage.

4XHHQ%HH0DJLF

At the start of every Monster’s Phase, roll 1D6 to see which spell the Queen Bee casts.


+RQH\6DOYH
The Queen Bee waves her arm in the air, and a thick layer of honey falls from the ceiling, coating all the Giant Bees in
the room. All Bees immediately gain 1 Permanent Wound, and heal any Wounds they have lost so far.

%HH6ZDUP
Raising both arms directly above her, the Queen Bee sends thousands upon thousands of tiny bees directly into the
Warriors. Each Warrior must lose 1D6 unmodified Wounds and must lose 1D3 Attacks next turn as they fight off the
annoying little creatures.


3ULVRQRIWKH:DVS
A random Warrior suddenly finds himself trapped within a large yellow crystal hexagonal prison. While in this cell, he
cannot attack, be attacked, cast spells on anyone but himself, have spells cast on him, use magic items on people outside
the cell, or be given bandages or provisions. At the start of every turn, the Warrior may try and break out of the cell. Roll
1D6 and add Strength. If the result is 7 or more, the Warrior shatters the prison and may fight as normal. If it is less, he
does not escape this turn. If the Warrior remains trapped within the cell for more than 6 turns, he dies of suffocation. The
cell will shatter when the Queen Bee is killed.


:DUSVWRQH)DGH
The Queen Bee’s image starts to shift and blur. For this turn, she has the Ethereal -1 ability and her Dodge 3+ is
increased to Dodge 2+.

%HH6WLQJ
A random Warrior suddenly feels a sharp twinge in his neck. He suffers 2D6 modified Wounds and must roll 1D6. On a
roll of 1, he has been poisoned and loses 1D6 extra unmodified Wounds. If these Wounds reduce him to 0 Wounds, the
Warrior is dead.

6XPPRQ%HHV
The Queen Been begins to sing, and the walls and ceilings come alive with the writhing of dozens of Giant Bees that had
been hiding all this time. Roll 2D6 for the number of extra Giant Bees that must be placed. Any that don’t fit are ignored.
Roll for Ambush as usual.
When the Queen Bee and the Skaven Warlords are dead, all remaining Bees are removed from the board. The Warriors have won.
As well as normal treasure, each Warrior finds 1D6 * 100 gold pieces and a Treasure Card. With the Queen Bee dead, the hive
will soon perish without its leader.
On the way back to the surface, the Warriors locate a book, which has been written by a Skaven Seer. It tells of how a young
female human captive escaped her bonds one day and fled deeper into the Black Chasm. Her captors ignored her and after a few
days had forgotten all about her. The girl had ended up wandering the caverns in a state of insanity, until she collapsed from
exhaustion within a large cavern. There, she lived on honey that she found from a small beehive located on an overhang.
However, as the years went by, the raw warpstone she was exposed to slowly mutated her into what she loved most. Her bees.
With years to learn, she soon had full control over her bees and mutated them using the warpstone at her disposal. After mastering
the power of the warp, and having full control over her now Giant Bees, it was time to get revenge on the puny rat things that had
caused her to be down here in the first place. It was then the Skaven miners had uncovered her hidden lair. It was time to kill all
the Skaven in Black Chasm, and time for her revenge! The Warriors will be glad to be out of this place.

